Optimizing future remnant liver prior to major hepatectomies: increasing volume while decreasing morbidity and mortality
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Post hepatectomy liver failure (PHLF) remains the most dreaded complication in major hepatectomies. Adequate future remnant liver (FRL) plays a pivotal role in prevention of PHLF. Pre-operative portal vein embolization (PVE) has become standard of care for increasing the FRL in preparation for major hepatectomies. Associating liver partition and portal vein ligation for staged hepatectomy (ALPPS) has also been used, though has demonstrated a substantial risk of morbidity and mortality. However, there are many situations in which PVE achieves an inadequate extent of hypertrophy, potential increasing the risk of PHLF. Panaro and colleagues explore their data with a prospective review of preoperative PVE versus liver venous deprivation (LVD) regarding intra and post-operative complications, as well as, histologic findings (1). This study adds to a growing body of literature assessing the benefit of LVD over PVE and ALPPS both, in regards to increased rate of hypertrophy, improvement in FRL, in the face of similar morbidity/mortality rates compared to PVE.

PVE has been used since described by Makuuchi et al. in 1984 as the primary technique to increase FRL prior to resections (2-6). PVE is considered preoperatively when FRL is approximately <25% of the standard liver volume, in an effort to prevent or decrease occurrence of PHLF. Either the left or right portal vein branches are embolized, leading to a redistribution of blood flow, causing hypertrophy in the contralateral hepatic segments to 30–40% of the total liver volume over 4–6 weeks. Approximately 20% of patients undergoing PVE are not able to undergo hepatectomy due to insufficient hypertrophy. The degree of hypertrophy and growth of FRL have been correlated to the occurrence of PHLF. Reported morbidity and mortality rates have been fairly low. Resection rates post PVE vary widely, most commonly due to tumor progression. Alvarez et al. report a 16.7% morbidity rate, 0.2% mortality rate, 96% achievement of sufficient FRL, and 66% resectability with PVE in their 23-year retrospective analysis (2). Yamashita et al. reviewed 319 cases undergoing PVE prior to resection for hepatocellular carcinoma, biliary tract cancer, or colorectal liver metastases (3). They demonstrated a 7.8% morbidity rate, 0% mortality rate, 2% PHLF rate and 80% resectability after PVE. There was no difference noted in the degree of hypertrophy among the different cancer types, however those with biliary tract cancer or colorectal liver metastases were more likely to demonstrate tumor progression leading to dropout prior to hepatectomy. A comparison of NSQIP data by Bagante et al. in pre-operative PVE and non PVE hepatectomy patients, with matched propensity scores, demonstrated no difference in mortality or length of stay (4). However, those with PVE were noted to have an increased risk of bile leak, infection, and PHLF. Additional multivariate and multicenter NSQIP review by Snyder et al., showed no increase in overall morbidity or mortality in PVE patients undergoing liver resection.
resections over non PVE patients, but revealed an increase in liver specific complications (5).

ALPPS was proposed as an alternative procedure to PVE, exhibiting a greater increase in FRL than PVE in shorter time. However, the morbidity rates have been reported between 33–58% for ALPPS, which are much higher than the 16% seen after PVE (7). Morbidity and mortality rates for ALPPS have unfortunately been quite high due to the increased risk of PHLF, and therefore has not been used routinely in the pre-operative setting. Jiao et al. conducted a randomized trial of pre-operative radiofrequency assisted ALPPS (RALPPS) versus PVE (7). RALPPS demonstrated an increase in FRL compared to PVE, and an increased number of patients undergoing eventual surgical resection. There was no difference in morbidity in these procedures, however the RALPPS group experienced one mortality.

In an effort to increase FRL while decreasing morbidity and mortality rates experienced with ALPPS, LVD techniques have been introduced, in which PVE and HV embolization are conducted simultaneously in the anticipated lobe of resection (1,8-13). Schadde et al. conducted a randomized porcine model comparing portal vein occlusion to simultaneous portal and hepatic vein occlusion, comparing rates of hepatic hypertrophy, in an effort to delineate the role of potential portoportal collaterals that may form after PVE or ligation that may blunt hypertrophy (8). This demonstrated an increased FRL and marked reduction in collaterals in those subjects undergoing simultaneous portal and hepatic vein occlusion compared to PV occlusion alone. Hwang et al. performed sequential PVE and hepatic vein embolization (HVE) in pre-operative right hepatectomy patients, demonstrating an increase in FRL of 13.3% after PVE, 28.9% after PVE and HVE, and 117.1% 2 weeks following right hepatectomy (9). Guii et al. assessed LVD with concurrent PVE and HVE in 10 patients, with FRL increase of 64.3% by 3 weeks, with maximal FRL function at 1 week and a 53.4% FRL volume increase at 1 week. They reported no patient mortalities, 90% resection rate, and no incidences of PHLF (10). A retrospective review of 7 patients undergoing combined PVE and HVE by Le Roy et al. showed a 52.6% increase in FRL with a median of 49 days to surgery, 18% kinetic growth rate per week, 0% mortality, and 0% PHLF (12). The FRL increased from 28.2% to 40.9% 23 days after LVD, with decrease at 3–4 weeks likely related to decreasing vascular congestion, and demonstration of sinusoidal dilation, necrosis/atrophy on histology (12). Esposito and colleagues conducted a literature review of combined PVE/HVE studies, comprising a total of 68 patients, with FRL increase ranging from 33–63.3%, with a post-operative morbidity rate of 10.3%, mortality of 5.1% and 0% PHLF (13).

These studies have shown quite convincingly the overwhelming effect on rapid FRL increase experienced with LVD. A large volume study had not previously been performed regarding LVD, with findings subjected to smaller case series or case reports, nor had a comparison study been performed in regards to PVE versus LVD. While previous small sample size studies demonstrated the feasibility, low morbidity and mortality, and absence of PHLF in LVD, the outcomes of intra-operative and post-operative complications rates and changes in FRL compared to PVE alone had not been shown. Panaro et al. is the first larger series prospective study conducted comparing LVD and PVE regarding clinical outcomes, FRL volume measurements, and histologic data (1). A total of 53 patients undergoing major hepatectomies were examined, however, data collection was limited to the 29 patients undergoing right hepatectomies. ALPPS is usually conducted for right trisectionectomy, and therefore comparison to ALPPS outcomes will be difficult. Sixteen patients underwent PVE, and 13 underwent LVD if an expected FRL was <25–30% or <35–50% with underlying liver disease. LVD was performed over PVE if both volume and function of FRL was deemed insufficient. Kinetic growth rate was 16 cc/day after LVD, compared to 4.8 cc/day after PVE. While the volumetric aspect was thoroughly examined, there is no description regarding functional regeneration. Intraoperative measures of bleeding, transfusions, and operative time were not statistically different. No difference in the groups was encountered with post-operative bile leak, PHLF, atrophy/sinusoidal dilation/hemorrhage/necrosis on resection specimen. Biopsy after PVE and HVE were not obtained, but would be of benefit to define mechanism of regeneration further, and respective effects on histology of background liver and tumor. Overall, LVD demonstrated rapid FRL hypertrophy, with no difference in morbidity/mortality rates post operatively when compared to PVE alone.

Optimizing FRL has been a challenging balance of maximizing volume, complete embolization, and speed of hypertrophy, while minimizing patient morbidity and mortality (Table 1). PVE alone frequently does not achieve sufficient FRL increase, and requires 4–6 weeks to perceive a volume increase. By comparison, ALPPS flaunts a rapid and substantial degree of hepatic hypertrophy, with a higher percentage of patients achieving resectability, however, at the cost of significant morbidity and mortality rate with a
PHLF rate of 30–75%. LVD offers an alternative to PVE, demonstrating an improvement in FRL volume and kinetic growth rate, allowing adequate and safe FRL to be achieved in a shorter time interval. Additionally, LVD demonstrates similar morbidity and mortality rates to PVE, without the marked PHLF incidence, morbidity and mortality rates seen with ALPPS. This demonstrates significant improvement in technique, allowing for safe surgical resections without significant difference in intra or post-operative complications. While the sample size of the study conducted by Panaro et al. is not robust, it is currently the largest study available, and the only one that compares PVE to LVD directly, with available long term post-operative data. This study also included patients with cirrhosis in their analysis, which has not occurred in any prior studies.

While we look forward to the results of DRAGON1, a randomized controlled trial comparing PVE to LVD, the safety of LVD has been clearly demonstrated even in the limited studies currently available. LVD has shown superior ability to achieve adequate FRL volumes in a shorter time interval compared to PVE without the high morbidity and mortality found with ALPPS. Serious consideration should be given to the adaptation of LVD into the armamentarium of contemporary hepatobiliary surgical techniques. LVD holds the potential to expand the group of patients able to undergo R0 resections safely, while decreasing the risk of PHLF, and intra and post-operative complications. It is an interventional procedure that has the ability to promise dynamic technical development and innovation.
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